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MICHAEL N. FEUER
CITY ATTORNEY R 20 -0 1 58REPORT NO.

MAY 2 7 2020
REPORT RE:

DRAFT ORDINANCE AMENDING PORT OF LOS ANGELES 
TARIFF NO. 4, SECTION FOUR “DOCKAGE JJ

The Honorable City Council 
of the City of Los Angeles 

Room 395, City Hall 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Honorable Members:

As requested by the Board of Harbor Commissioners, this Office has prepared 
and now transmits for your consideration the enclosed draft ordinance, approved as to 
form and legality. Pursuant to Charter Section 653(a), this draft ordinance would 
approve Board of Harbor Commissioners Order No. 20-7280, thereby amending the 
Port of Los Angeles (Port) Tariff No. 4, Section 4 “Dockage” by adding Item 485, 
Passenger Vessel Lay Up Rates, for the dockage rates collected by the Los Angeles 
Harbor Department (Harbor Department), as well as a notice of Item 485 in Item 600 
Passenger Fees.

Charter Findings

On May 21,2020, pursuant to Los Angeles City Charter Sections 652(a), 652(c) 
and 653(a), the Los Angeles Board of Harbor Commissioners (Board) adopted Order 
No. 20-7280, approved the enclosed draft ordinance and recommended that the City 
Council adopt it. Under Charter Section 653(a), Board Order No. 20-7280 must be 
approved by the City Council, by ordinance, in order to become effective.
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Background

In response to the unprecedented COVID-19 pandemic in 2020 and the 
increased risk of spread of COVID-19 on cruise ships, Centers for Disease Control 
(CDC) published the first industry-wide No Sail Order on March 14, 2020, to prevent, 
among other things, new passengers from boarding cruise ships. The No Sail Order 
applies to all cruise ships, which it defines as commercial passenger ships with the 
capacity to carry more than 250 people and where an overnight stay onboard by 
passengers or crew is anticipated. The Order applies to all cruise ships operating, or 
seeking to operate, in waters subject to United States (U.S.) jurisdiction, including those 
that have previously voluntarily suspended operations. It does not apply to cargo ships.

CDC extended its No Sail Order, effective April 15, 2020, to continue to suspend 
all cruise ship operations in waters subject to U.S. jurisdiction. Among other things, 
cruise lines are required to develop comprehensive plans to prevent, detect, respond to 
and contain COVID-19 on their cruise ships to protect the health and safety of both 
passengers and crew.

Many passenger ships have been in the Los Angeles area either at anchor or 
sailing between Los Angeles and Mexico. As the scale of the COVID-19 emergency 
grows, the cruise industry is working on a temporary and orderly phasing out of planned 
cruise vessel itineraries. The Port became a favorite location due to the ability to 
charter airplanes to return crew to their homes around the world. Most passenger ships 
in the area are on a schedule of coming into port once a week for fuel and food in 
addition to crew repatriation. Now that all but essential crew are off the passenger 
ships, the lines are looking to lay up the ships at berths for an extended period of time.

The Port currently does not have any provisions in its tariff for passenger vessels 
looking to have longer-term dockage rates when vessels are laid up. Other cruise ports 
on the West Coast, such as San Francisco and San Diego, have provisions in their 
respective tariffs that covers dockages rates for extended laid-up vessels. The Port is 
requesting an amendment to Tariff No. 4 adding reduced dockage rates for passenger 
vessels that need a lay-up berth resulting from local, national, or federally declared 
emergencies.

This amendment would provide cruise vessel operators the opportunity to 
conduct minimal activities on passenger vessels while out of service and would 
generate minimal revenue to the Port. Passenger vessels using a berth at the Port for 
lay-up purposes would utilize berths that would not be in use for regular Port activities. 
In the event a berthing conflict were to develop, the Port would maintain the right to 
have passenger vessels moved as required. An added benefit for accommodating 
passenger vessels seeking a lay-berth is the opportunity to have such vessels in place 
when cruise vessel operators restart cruise itineraries.
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Discussion

Port of Los Angeles Tariff No. 4, Section Six, Item 600 states applicable 
passenger fees for each passenger embarking from or debarking at a Port of 
Los Angeles wharf. Since September 2016, such passenger fees are structured in 
a schedule which “bundle” passenger fees, wharfage, dockage and lay-day fees into 
one fee:

Bundled Passenger Fee Rate Schedule

Per Passenger Fee
$13.50
$13.91
$14.32
$14.75
$15.19
$15.65
$16.12
$16.60

Effective Date
9/20/2016
9/1/2017
9/1/2018
9/1/2019
9/1/2020
9/1/2021
9/1/2022
9/1/2023

(a) Effective September 20, 2016, bundled Passenger fees are inclusive of:

(1) Passenger fees; (2) Dockage for the first 24 hours only; (3) Wharfage 
for vessel stores and supplies; and (4) Lay-Day Fee for the first 24 hours 
only. Other conditions apply.

In 2019, the Port received 124 passenger vessel calls with 650,010 passengers 
generating an average revenue of $77,319.50 per vessel call. Dockage/lay-day 
charges for the first 24 hours of a vessel’s port stay is included in the bundled 
Passenger Fee.

As a result of the pandemic, the cruise industry has had an increased need for 
long-term “lay up” at the Port in which passenger vessels are idle and unable to conduct 
cruises or collect passenger fees, but may need to handle other activities such as crew 
changes and stocking ship stores. With this Tariff amendment, the Port is projecting to 
generate dockage revenue on passenger vessels seeking a lay berth at the Port in a 
dockage rate structure that provides reasonable discounted rates for vessels laid-up for 
a long term while they are unable to conduct passenger operations. This is a revenue 
stream that was not contemplated previously and is the result of the current global 
COVID-19 pandemic. When the pandemic curtailed cruise sailings and eliminated 
passenger fees revenue, passenger vessels were paying dockage fees under the Port’s 
dockage tariff. Dockage is based upon the length of the ship in meters. The average 
sized passenger vessel currently calling is 290 meters (951 feet) which equates to a
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daily rate of $6,472. The new rates provide revenues benefiting the Port with discounts 
that also benefit the Cruise Vessel Operators for longer term lay-up periods.

The Board approved the amendment to Tariff No. 4 in accordance with Harbor 
Department staff recommendations to address the cruise industry’s need for adjusted 
dockage rates to apply in long-term laid-up vessel status as required by emergency 
situations.

Summary of Ordinance Provisions

The draft ordinance amends Port Tariff No. 4 by adding a new Item 485 to 
Section 4 Dockage of Tariff No. 4, establishing Passenger Vessel Lay Up Dockage 
Rates. The tariff item would be effective retroactive to May 1, 2020.

The special rates are as follows:

Fifty (50) percent of the currently published dockage rate for every 24-hour 
day or fraction thereof; or
1.

A monthly rate of $65,000 per berth. A Cruise Vessel Operator operating 
ships under various brands are permitted to use this monthly berth intermittently, 
but the berth shall be used at least 25 days during any given month, whether for 
the same Cruise Vessel Operator, or various brands owned by a Cruise Vessel 
Operator. Only the monthly rate provides the benefit of having affiliated cruise 
operators intermittently use the berth.

2.

The reduced dockage rates would be only be applicable in the event of declared 
local, state or national emergency. A cruise vessel operator seeking the reduced 
dockage rate shall do so by requesting such usage in writing to the Executive Director 
prior to the vessel occupying the berth, the approval of which shall be at the sole and 
absolute discretion of the Executive Director based upon the evidence of emergency 
and schedule activities submitted with the request. Upon termination of the local, state, 
or national emergency, the Executive Director may extend the applicability of the 
reduced dockage rate after the officially declared termination of such an emergency. 
The proposed rate would create a discounted dockage rate level for passenger vessels 
that need to lay up over a term in excess of 48 hours, including a monthly rate for 
longer-term periods.

The rate would provide cruise vessel operators the opportunity to conduct 
minimal activities on passenger vessels while out of service in Port, such as crew 
changes and vessel stores operations. Passenger vessels using a berth at the Port for 
lay-up purposes would utilize berths that would not be in use for regular Port passenger 
operations activities. In the event a berthing conflict were to develop, the Port would 
maintain the right to have passenger vessels moved as required. An added benefit for
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accommodating passenger vessels seeking a lay-berth is the opportunity to have such 
vessels in place when cruise vessel operators restart cruise itineraries.

The monthly rate allows for a cruise vessel operator to have different ships 
occupy the berth during the same month as long as the berth is utilized 25 days in a 
given month.

A notice of the new Item 485 has been added as well to Item 600 Passenger
Fees.

CEQA Findings

The proposed action is an amendment to Port of Los Angeles Tariff No. 4 adding 
Item 485 Passenger Vessel Lay Up Rates, which is a financial activity involving setting 
rates and changes. Therefore, the Harbor Department has determined that the 
proposed action is administratively and categorically exempt from CEQA in accordance 
with Article II, Sections 2(f) and 2(o) of the Los Angeles City CEQA Guidelines.

Council Rule 38 Referral

The Harbor Department is the proposing department, and the Tariff amendments 
were discussed and considered with the Harbor Department in a full public hearing at 
the Board of Harbor Commissioners’ meeting on May 21, 2020.

If you have any questions regarding this matter, please contact Joy Crose at 
(310) 732-3750. She or another member of this Office will be available when you 
consider this matter to answer questions you may have.

Sincerely,

MICHAEL N. FEUER, City Attorney

By
DAVID MICHAELSON 

Chief Assistant City Attorney
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